
 

 

  



 

ACE PACKAGING 
 

Ace is synonymous of highest quality product.  

Our film are recognized and appreciated by the plastic market since it 

responds to high-level technical characteristics. 

La nostra Storia 
 

ACE SRL was founded in 2018 to collect the heritage of a well-established company in the 

transparent plastic, technical and food packaging market since the 1960s. 

Our young reality has accepted the challenge of continuing the business of our predecessor and 

improving it, with the introduction of new operational dynamics, national and international business 

openings.   

Since July 2020 ACE Srl ,in collaboration with RL 

PLASTPROJECT has decided to invest in the future, purchasing a 

new latest generation extruder. 

RL Plastproject has been the undisputed leader since 1970 in 
the production of extrusion lines for films, in PVC, and partner of 
ACE Srl in innovation and improvement of production 
performance.   

This new machine not only guarantees significant advantages in 
terms of production and delivery times, but allows greater 
precision in terms of product quality control. 

It allows to increase the performance of final use, also obtaining 

a greater personalization of the product based on the real needs 

of customers. 

 

https://www.acepackaging.it/it/
https://www.rlplastproject.it/
https://www.rlplastproject.it/


 

La nostra Mission  
 

Guaranteeing customers assistance in choosing the best product, following all the phases of the 

choice up to the complete satisfaction of final expectations, is the Mission of ACE Srl. 

The propensity for innovation and the ability to satisfy customers by customizing our products, 

based on real needs, support our Mission. 

ACE's technical and managerial know-how is characterized by in-depth market analyzes that lead 

to constant control of production, management and organizational processes, continuously 

improved and implemented in order to ensure quality and results. 

Those who choose ACE choose products of the highest quality and punctual services, which 

respect the highest sectorial standards.  

 

I nostri prodotti 
 

LIGHT BLUE FILM 

For technical use, with excellent stability and adaptation performances. The characteristic blue 

color is combined with a real trasparency , brilliance and clarity. It offers a wide range of 

applications: technical packaging, cosmetics and publishing. 

 

LIGHT WHITE FILM 

Film very resistant and stable, perfectly adaptable to any type of 

processing. Thanks to the hight trasparency and brightness, it is 

perfect to give visibility to the product, so for the publishing 

industry, therefore in publishing, external food packaging, textile 

packaging or brushes. 

 

SPARKLE WHITE FILM 

Suitable for food contact, in accordance with European regulations, does not contain phtalates and 

garantees protection and safety to the product. Excellent for its trasparency and resistance to light, 

it is ideal for optimal preentation of food.



 

I nostri Servizi 
 

In ACE Srl we are aware that successful business creation requires constant attention 

to the projects and needs of each client. 

ACE Srl is a partner company with KI-TRADE SRL, specialized in distribution and in the 

trade of plastic materials, and ACG Logistics Srl, specialized in logistics and freight 

transport. 

Furthermore, ACE Srl collaborates with Z2M SRL, producer and seller of 

polyethylene and cartene both in film and in bags. 

With a complete vision of the operational landscape, from the design of 

customized products to the transport of the final product, ACE Srl offers high-

level technical assistance in all areas. 

 

   

https://www.ki-trade.com/
https://www.z2m.it/
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